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About This Game

PUKAN Bye Bye

Do you want to hurt your friend? Give him the game Pukan Bye Bye (Pucang Bai Bai) and enjoy the spectacle.

This game is a constant trap, you did not prepare for such a life.

If you can go through this game to the end, then you can think that you went through Hell (no).
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Each level is filled with harmless green pixels from which you will suffer, but how happy you will be when you finally pass it ...

26 levels of making you a man (or paranoiac), significantly heating up your chair.

Be neat, be irresistible, wake up your reflexes
And most importantly - take care of the Pukan.
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Title: Pukan Bye Bye
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Artalasky
Publisher:
Artalasky
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 7,8,10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

Storage: 100 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse

English
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This is how not to make a rage game.

This game has many flaws in its design, especially in the physics and how the game is programmed, as things go very wrong very
easily because of bugs in the gameplay. Boxes and other movable objects have bad collision programming, which means the
boxes, the player, and enemies can be sent flying because of bad clipping problems.

Some of the levels are counterintuitive (i.e. level 8) and instead of having some discreet hint that reveals how to beat the level,
they just leave you with nothing and you need to wander aimlessly to find the solution. Enemies can have bad programming,
such as the enemies in level 25, which means skill can end up being pointless in the face of pure rng. Many of the levels also end
with what you can reasonably call "troll endings", which are designed to try and kill you after already making it through a
painfully long or complicated level.

These things add up to an experience that is completely unsatisfying and lacks true entertainment, and makes for a very
disappointing rage game. If you want a good rage game that you can still enjoy after playing it, look elsewhere.
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